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Introduction

Retail investment in financial products is an important part of ordinary financial life, in order to meet savings needs, especially in the current ultra-low interest rate environment. However, retail investors can be let down in a number of ways. One is mis-selling, such as of unregulated products, as in the case of the collapsed London and Capital Finance (LCF). ¹ Mis-selling can also take place with respect to regulated products, when consumers purchase what is unsuitable for them, advised² or otherwise.³ Investors can also be let down by severe losses due to adverse market forces, such as during the onset of the global financial crisis,⁴ or as a result of investment managers’ sub-optimal strategies.

The regulatory regime for financial investments has undergone significant reform in the UK, from a self-regulatory and pro-industry state of affairs in the 80s and 90s⁵ to maximally harmonised European regulation from 2004.⁶ Marked development in financial investment regulation⁷ also took place after the global financial crisis.⁸ Financial regulation for consumer protection has been enhanced⁹ over the years, and regulators have responded with precise measures to address problems that have surfaced, for example, reforms
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addressing illiquid investment funds. The recent LCF scandal has again prompted the FCA to revisit consumer investment regulation.

This article argues that more regulatory intervention in the retail investment market is warranted. Although the FCA seeks input into how existing regulated activities may be improved, suggested improvements are incremental in nature. Further, the FCA is keen to see how the market for consumer investments can be made to work better. It is however queried whether retail investors’ demand is for a much higher level of consumer protection, even in the area of discretionary investments, in order to bring about a change in the social contract for investor protection, towards greater pro-sociality and consumer care. The next Section takes stock of the needs in consumer investor protection and identifies gaps that are not optimally catered for by self-care or market-based solutions. These gaps provide a basis for considering a comprehensive agenda for regulatory intervention beyond precise and patchwork measures already carried out. More regulatory intervention into consumer investments, which may be regarded as a discretionary good, can however be regarded as paternalistic. We explore in Section 2 the appropriate type of paternalism for reforming consumer investment regulation. We argue that instead of reliance on market-based regulation or libertarian paternalism which focuses on framing consumers’ choice sets, ‘impure’ paternalism, which Dworkin explains as imposing constraints or obligations on one in order to protect another, needs to be enhanced. Impure paternalism provides a basis for the assumption of responsibility on the part of others to help ‘bridge’ investors towards better decision-making, post-sale considerations and ultimately to realise welfare outcomes. This does not mean that private sector providers are asked to bear an inordinate burden, as a balance of assumption of responsibility can be achieved in terms of public goods provision and private sector responsibility. Increased paternalism in the regulation of consumer finance has in general been observed, and the time has come to refrain from rejecting such regulatory designs in relation to retail investment, in order to meet the objectives of public interest, regulatory optimality and social needs. Section 3 explores how impure paternalism can give rise to certain reforms in the pre-sale, post-sale and welfare stages of a consumer’s investment journey. This Section contains the paper’s original proposals for reform. Section 4 concludes.

1. GAPS IN CONSUMER INVESTOR PROTECTION

Investors in the retail investment market have chiefly been protected by information disclosure regulation, based on the assumption that a fully-informed rational investor is
best-placed to navigate choice in the marketplace. Behavioural theories of finance have now convinced policy-makers that this model of the retail investor is too idealistic, hence reforms have been introduced, after the global financial crisis, to improve disclosure regulation in relation to short-form documents that are user-friendly, and the presentation of salient terms to draw investors’ attention. Although disclosure presentation reforms are still subject to critique in terms of being inadequately tested with consumers, the disclosure regulation remains a fundamental baseline. The regulation of marketing communications in a manner that would be fair, clear and not misleading is also a key pillar of investor protection. However, even with improved disclosure formats and presentation, consumers may not attain optimal levels of understanding, such as in relation to financial and contractual terms. Disclosure regulation is not the only investor protection measure. Where investors seek professional help to navigate investment choice, a provider of advisory services or portfolio
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management is regulated to the standard of suitability\textsuperscript{24} or appropriateness.\textsuperscript{25} These reforms, first introduced in the EU Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) in 2004, were seen as gold standards in investor protection harmonised across the EU. However, the duty of suitability for investment advice is circumscribed in a number of ways: first, it applies in full to a retail investor, but is lightly applied if an investor is classified as ‘professional’, which can be on the basis of knowledge, wealth or experience;\textsuperscript{26} next, it is a duty targeted at the suitability of a product, and need not mean that the adviser has surveyed the market and picked the optimal product for the investor.\textsuperscript{27} An ‘independent’ adviser who is not tied to particular product providers is under a duty to implement a process to survey the market adequately,\textsuperscript{28} but such a duty is framed procedurally and not substantively, raising questions as to how a challenge for sub-optimal choice may be interpreted in court. Third, until the UK’s Retail Distribution Review (RDR),\textsuperscript{29} advisers regularly received product providers’ commission as remuneration and this affected the objectivity of their advice.\textsuperscript{30} Although the UK introduced reform to ban advisers from receiving commissions\textsuperscript{31} except in limited circumstances,\textsuperscript{32} this led to changes in the nature of the advice market to investors’ disadvantage. The FCA has not fully addressed these unintended adverse consequences.

Retail investors experience gaps in protection in three ways. One relates to point of sale, although regulatory reforms have been targeted at this aspect to combat mis-selling.\textsuperscript{33} Investors need guidance in navigating the market and making a decision at point of sale. This pertains not only to averting mis-selling but also to decision-making for the purposes of financial health.\textsuperscript{34} Such a more holistic view of investor decision-making is not addressed by existing regulation. Indeed, investors’ unmet need for help in decision-making has become a persistent gap and it is questionable if this is met by merely increasing information provision in standardised mandatory disclosures of salient terms,\textsuperscript{35} and the production of suitability reports after advice is given.\textsuperscript{36}

\textsuperscript{24} MiFID (2014), Art 25; and Arts 52, 54-55, MiFID Commission Regulation 2017/565; FCA Handbook COBS 9A.2.
\textsuperscript{25} MiFID (2014), Art 25; Arts 52, 55-56, MiFID Commission Regulation 2017/565; FCA Handbook COBS 10.2 for non-MiFID business and 10A.2 for MiFID business.
\textsuperscript{26} Art 45, MiFID Commission Regulation 2017/565; FCA Handbook COBS 3.1.4.
\textsuperscript{27} Advice can be ‘restricted’ i.e. the adviser is tied to a limited range of products. The procedural application of suitability can be a formalistic and substantively disengaged exercise, Andrea Oehler and Daniel Kohlert, ‘Financial Advice Giving and Taking- Where are the Market’s Self-Healing Powers and a Functioning Legal Framework When We Need Them?’ (2009) 32 Journal of Consumer Policy 91.
\textsuperscript{28} MiFID Commission Regulation 2017/565, Art 53(1).
\textsuperscript{31} FCA Handbook COBS 6.1A.
\textsuperscript{32} Ibid at COBS 6.1A.1A-2A.
\textsuperscript{33} Discussed above.
\textsuperscript{35} See note 19.
\textsuperscript{36} Art 54, MiFID Commission Regulation 2017/565.
Next, retail investors experience a gap in protection in terms of post-sale care. Regulatory attention is currently focused on the sale context. Retail investors may need to review investments in light of changing circumstances or may need guidance in relation to continuing decisions for existing investments, such as to hold or sell when performance disappoints. A periodic review duty is only imposed for portfolio managers, unless expressly offered. Post-sale care is likely inapplicable to many retail investors who do not commission private wealth management.

Third, retail investors experience a gap in protection in relation to their welfare or outcomes in participating in investment markets. It may be argued that investment welfare outcomes are private goods and cannot be guaranteed by regulation. However, the purely ‘private goods’ analysis is misplaced. Retail investors participate in investment markets not only because of discretionary preferences, but because of the drive of socio-economic policy turning them into financial citizens, being primarily responsible for providing for their own financial welfare in the face of state retreat from welfare provision. Investment can become a necessary channel for young parents saving up for their children’s higher education. Investment is the primary way to save for medium to longer term needs in relation to housing and retirement. In this manner, welfare expectations or losses are not merely private problems in terms of luck egalitarianism. Welfare losses or shortfalls can be framed as problems of a social nature in relation to the mass market and citizenly underpinnings of investment participation. Indeed, the social nature of investment participation underpins regulatory reforms such as mandatory auto-enrolment into occupational pensions saving schemes, the public provision of NEST, as well as tax allowances that incentivise saving. However, compared to the area of consumer credit where evidence-based narratives of welfare losses support regulatory interventions, investment services regulation has rarely connected with welfare needs and outcomes. For example, regulatory
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interventions in consumer credit arrangements to cap welfare losses,\textsuperscript{46} or share losses between provider and consumer\textsuperscript{47} do not find similar expressions in the investment services sector. We explore these gaps in turn.

\textit{Investor Protection Gap at Point of Sale}

The point of sale gap in investor protection is an ‘assistance’ or ‘advice’ gap\textsuperscript{48} as many investors are not helped, and engage in do-it-yourself decision-making that may adversely affect welfare outcomes.\textsuperscript{49} Unhelped consumers risk being mis-sold, and it is arguable that the LCF scandal reflects the adverse consequences of the advice gap. The LCF scandal concerned the marketing of unregulated mini-bonds in unlisted companies but many consumers were unaware of their real nature. Although LCF was regulated for advisory services, the mini-bonds were not sold with advice. In the current low interest rate environment, unadvised retail investors seeking yield had been misled into LCF’s risky schemes that were misrepresented. Although the scandal raised a number of issues, such as the FCA’s regulatory perimeter and its supervisory approach,\textsuperscript{50} the broader context is the persistent advice gap and hazards for unadvised retail investors. It may be argued that the advice gap is irrelevant as the products were unregulated anyway. This article however points to the LCF scandal as raising two gaps in consumer investment regulation- one is a gap relating to comprehensive product scrutiny which we argue below should be undertaken by the FCA. The other is the gap for facilitating and regulating pre-sale assistance, whose scope would be considerably widened if the FCA also undertakes comprehensive product scrutiny.

The advice gap is an unintended consequence from the FCA’s prior reform in the RDR to combat conflicted investment advice. Prior to the RDR reforms, retail investors could be offered apparently ‘free’ advice by product distributors or investment advisers, as advisers would be remunerated by commissions from product providers. The levels of commission

\textsuperscript{46} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{47} Such as the right of borrowers to challenge lenders in an unfair credit relationship, s140A, Consumer Credit Act. Also s75 of the Act allows borrowers to make card companies jointly liable with retailers, see Sarah Brown, ‘European Regulation of Consumer Credit: Enhancing Consumer Confidence and Protection from a UK Perspective?’; Karen Fairweather, ‘The Development of Responsible Lending in the UK Consumer Credit Regime’ in James Devenney and Mel Kenny (eds), \textit{Consumer Credit, Debt and Investment in Europe} (Cambridge University Press 2012), chs 3, 4.


\textsuperscript{50} Gloster Report (2020).
paid could adversely affect the advisory recommendation. The tainting of advisory objectivity by commission-fuelled conflicts of interest was perceived as a market failure, hence the UK embarked on radical reform to ban commissions overall, even for restricted advisers tied to certain product ranges. The European standards in the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive did not take this step, only requiring those advisers who call themselves ‘independent’ not to receive product provider commissions. The RDR reforms changed market structures by compelling advisers to set charges up-front with their clients. Advice has now become a service dedicated to clients who are willing to purchase, no longer an ancillary service to purchasing a product. This however explicitly commoditises advice as a distinct investment service and facilitates the building up of a market for advice. The FCA found that this gold-plating measure above the EU standards has priced less affluent customers out of advice and the quality of advice remains challenging, as only 50% of reviewed retirement investment advice by the FCA in 2019 were found to be suitable.

The advice gap for many financial consumers who cannot afford advice is a phenomenon unlikely to be resolved by the market. It was envisaged at the point of reform that the commoditisation of advice as a ‘premium’ product could result in market exclusion. However, the regulator envisaged that post-reform, independent advice would be distinguished as the premium product from lesser forms of advice, such as ‘basic’, ‘simplified’ or ‘restricted’ advice. A market could be built up for advice meeting different needs at different price levels. The FCA has attempted to stimulate such market developments with little success. The FCA clarified that advisory duties are triggered upon a ‘personal recommendation’, implicitly encouraging product distributors and advisers to ‘educate’ customers without necessarily triggering the legal risks attached to advisory roles. However, investment firms are risk averse.

The market has not innovated to provide a spectrum of ‘advice’ or pre-sale assistance catering for the budget-conscious investor. This is partly due to the lack of clarity of the legal risks attached to different degrees of pre-sale engagement. If giving advice attracts the full legal risk of suitability, providers would be incentivised to provide advice at the most comprehensive and expensive level. Further, Ring argues that investors are confused by different labels applied to pre-sale assistance, and so cannot articulate clearly the nature of demand to help shape the market for pre-sale assistance products. The FCA’s review at the end of 2020 reflected that the market has converged upon ‘holistic’ advice catering for
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51 Seymour v Ockwell [2005] EWHC 1137 was a case where a handsome undisclosed commission could have affected the investment advice given. The advisor was held in breach of fiduciary duty for failure to disclose the commission.
52 Moloney (2010), ch4.
53 Art 24(7), MiFID (2014).
56 Moloney (2010), ch4.
57 Ibid.
59 FCA, Call for Input (2020), para 3.7.
relatively wealthy investors, reinforcing earlier review findings. Many ordinary investors who may not be able to afford holistic advice, which includes ongoing service and charges, would have to accept a default do-it-yourself position in navigating a universe of investment product choice, and face product providers’ explicit disclaimers of advisory duties in order to access more complex products.

The advice gap is not met by generic advice, although provided by the FCA’s Money Advice Service as a public good, on the basis of the Thoresen review’s recommendations. Generic advice is insufficient to meet consumers’ tailored needs, and lacks engagement with the diverse economic and financial challenges for many financial consumers.

Without advisory help, would investors’ levels of financial literacy be sufficient to navigate the universe of product choice? Empirical findings of financial literacy levels in developed countries paint a pessimistic picture, and general financial literacy is arguably too remote to assist investors in particular decisions. Further, some commentators argue that what is needed for investors is the ability to make predictive performance judgments for credence goods, and this level of financial capability is beyond mere literacy. Further, financial products have become increasingly complex, rendering consumer judgment a highly challenging exercise.
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The FCA seems to be accepting that pre-sale assistance for investors priced out of the advice market is a necessary good. This is reflected in the FCA’s recent consultation on how investment firms may be encouraged to provide ‘guidance’ without incurring the legal risks of advice.\textsuperscript{72} Such a need is likely to become more pressing as mass retailisation of investments gathers pace with access to digital platforms.\textsuperscript{73} The RDR, though well-intentioned, has created a niche market for advice and perpetuated a market failure for access to pre-sale assistance, which we argue needs to be addressed with proposals in Section 3.

**Investor Protection Gap in relation to Post-sale Care**

Other than in portfolio management or as expressly offered by investment advisers, there is no duty of periodic review imposed on investment firms for their retail clients.\textsuperscript{74} This is arguably sub-optimal as many retail investors are not private wealth clients able to commission a portfolio to receive ongoing holistic advice. A retail investor who has been advised to purchase a particular investment product is not only a ‘consumer’ at the point of sale, but holds a credence good whose welfare effects would only be revealed in due course. It is conceivable that the investor may need assistance to make continuing decisions about the credence good. Continuing decisions have a profound impact on future financial welfare beyond the point of sale. Financial customers, whether advised initially or not, may not enjoy post-sale care. Without any responsibility for continuing post-sale care, investment advisers could be incentivised to consider suitability only at point of sale, with weak interest in customers’ long-term needs.\textsuperscript{75} The quality of advice can be affected by the near-term framing of the advisory duty.

Online access to investing may exacerbate the issue regarding lack of post-sale care as digitalisation could cater for immediate gratification and dissociate from meeting customers’ continuing needs.\textsuperscript{76} Although online access to digital platforms for retail investment may be welcome for ease of access and cost-effectiveness,\textsuperscript{77} such a selling interface, coupled with the use of automated advice,\textsuperscript{78} can be framed in a manner that emphasises self-care and consumption choice for investors.

Commentators have suggested that a financial product’s performance in the medium to long term should determine a financial adviser’s remuneration, so that advisers are

\textsuperscript{72} FCA, *Call for Input* (2020).
\textsuperscript{73} See discussion below.
\textsuperscript{74} Art 25(6), MiFID (2014).
\textsuperscript{75} Lorna Fox O’ Mahony and Louise Overton, ‘Financial Advice, Differentiated Consumers, and the Regulation of Equity-release Transactions’ (2014) 41 JLS 446, finding that more knowledgeable customers benefit from advice, and there may be a persistent ‘assistance’ gap for less capacitated customers despite mandatory advice.
\textsuperscript{78} the largest robo-adviser Nutmeg in the UK has over £800m in assets under management but is a restricted adviser recommending its own products.
incentivised to consider the long-term performance of the credence good. Moving along the paternalism spectrum, it is also possible to make a case for loss-sharing for credence goods on the basis of advice that fails to take into account of longer term considerations. Post-sale care has been the subject of more paternalistic regulatory interventions in consumer credit. For example, a mortgagee is under a duty to exhaust all workout options before foreclosure can be contemplated, reflecting regulatory intervention into consumer credit arrangements for the protection of household mortgagors. It can be argued that the credence good nature of investments forms the basis for a relational treatment of investment advisory relations, warranting regulatory intervention into providing post-sale care. This is further fleshed out in Section 3.

**Investor Protection Gap in relation to Welfare Consequences**

Regulatory protection against mis-selling, scams or frauds has always been a cornerstone of financial regulation, as these are likely to result in harm or negative welfare. *Ex ante* protections include improved mandatory disclosure and communications, and advisory duties discussed above, while *ex post* measures include enforcement and redress options including regulator-mandated collective redress, and out-of-court dispute resolution schemes such as the Financial Ombudsman scheme for retail and small business complainants. It is also a regulatory requirement that firms have robust complaint-handling regimes to deal with customers before issues are externalised. We argue that *ex ante* regimes can do more to prevent welfare losses for financial consumers. There is a serious question in the LCF case in relation to blatantly misleading classification of their mini-bond products as eligible for ISAs. If a product approval process is in place, such a scam may have been deterred. For retail investors who have lost significant sums, it is arguable that prevention is better than cure.

There are also gaps in relation to *ex post* redress. The Financial Ombudsman’s compensation limits are capped at £355,000 for complaints referred after 1 April 2020 for conduct occurring after 1 April 2019, and at lower amounts for conduct occurring in periods before 1 April 2019. Private litigation is available to private persons alleging a breach of firms’ statutory duties but not available to corporate persons.
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85 FCA Handbook DISP 1, DISP 1.4. Special rules for problem areas of product mis-selling such as endowment mortgages and personal protection insurance have been instituted, DISP Appendix 1 and 3 respectively.
86 Section 3.
Besides mis-selling, frauds or scams conducted from the outset to bring about adverse consequences for financial customers, there is also the issue of welfare consequences from sub-optimal investment performance. It may be argued that sub-optimal performance can only lie where it falls, a result of market outworking beyond the control of financial services providers. It may also be argued that investment contracts should not be re-opened after sale in order to seek redistributive welfare consequences for investors. However, there seems to be an imbalance not only in welfare but also in justice between investors and their financial services providers. Investors may suffer significant personal welfare losses such as old-age poverty, but financial services firms would have benefited from advisory fees, investment management fees and other benefits throughout the duration of the product’s maturity. The short-dated and limited scope of responsibility for financial services providers may be legal but questionable. This point was raised by Moloney a decade ago arguing that in an age of mass consumption of investment services, investor protection must include policy thinking in terms of how investors should navigate continuing market risks. Leaving each investor to his/her own fortunes is not socially acceptable due to the expertise asymmetries and complexities in managing investments. The materialisation of market risk for investors at scale poses a social problem. This also relates to the lack of post-sale care discussed above. In a context where ordinary financial citizens are participating in investment markets in order to secure important financial welfare, the disappointment of the credence good can have adverse social consequences. In light of Dame Gloster’s critique against the FCA, urging a ‘more holistic’ approach to consumer protection, it is arguable that the FCA’s attention needs to be turned increasingly to look upon welfare consequences for consumers, and not merely at procedural issues such as access to market choice, and the tools for navigating choice.

It is arguable that welfare outcomes are not completely ignored as the FCA has made special provision for vulnerable financial customers. ‘Vulnerability’ is in particular defined as susceptibility to increased risk of harm or detriment. ‘Harm’ is defined relatively narrowly, in relation to loss or detriment caused by mis-selling, scams or frauds. This may not include wider notions such as unmet welfare outcomes. Nevertheless the latter can be debilitating for an individual’s plans, progress and even basic living. Regulatory steer on vulnerability is focused on characteristics such as mental or physical infirmity, stage of life upheaval, low personal resilience and low financial capability, arguably a narrower set of vulnerability characteristics than identified in Cartwright’s taxonomy, which extends to contextual circumstances such as family situations and industry structures that are disadvantageous to financial customers.

90 Such as fund management charges, trading charges etc.
92 Gloster report (2020).
94 Ibid.
Further, it can also be argued that ‘vulnerability’ has been developed largely to respond to prevention of harm in consumer credit, and is not stretched sufficiently to encompass investment contexts. For example, if a customer seeks an investment product to protect dependants, then the failure of investment performance can adversely harm provision which could be essential in nature. The context of dependency and the likely adversity to dependants should be a relevant consideration of vulnerability. It can be argued that investors’ personal circumstances that indicate key or exclusive reliance on the investment performance of a product for future financial provision makes the investor vulnerable, as the risk of under or non-performance can create significant welfare loss. Commentators support the view that many ordinary citizens can be prejudiced in different ways by the adverse outcome of a financial product, and are vulnerable in a variety of different ways.

In early 2021, the regulator has found that almost 28 million adults in the UK in its Financial Lives Survey can be regarded as ‘vulnerable’ in the wake of financial challenges entailing from the Covid-19 pandemic. The high proportion of vulnerable adults spurred the FCA into developing more general guidance for investment firms dealing with vulnerable customers. Such a guidance shows that firms cannot treat vulnerability assessments as limited to consumer credit. However, it is still clear from the guidance that considerations of customers’ welfare outcomes are limited to preventing harm and detriment at point of sale only, focussing on the preventing of mis-selling. The FCA identified ‘harms and detriments’ in relation to point-of-sale weaknesses such as impairment to decision-making, and we observe that the guidance still does not address investors’ post-sale concerns relating to investment outcomes and financial welfare. Although a broad legalisation of ‘vulnerability’ assessment may go some way towards addressing consumer harms, this is still arguably focused on point of sale and does not radically address post-sale welfare consequences.

However, can it be argued that, if regulators intervene in issues of ex post loss and risk distribution in investment product performance, such is tantamount to compelling financial services providers to guarantee outcomes for customers? This is inconsistent with a partial intermediation model of financial services where customers bear capital risks, which also underlies the difference between bank and investment firm regulation. Further, product

Regulators Draw the Line?’ (2014) 40 JLS 420 on supply vulnerability describing the lack of choice in markets as affecting consumers’ decision-making.


100 Eg FCA Handbook MCOB 3A.8.4 on sale and lease-back credit arrangements; 4.7A on advised mortgage sales, FCA Handbook CONC 5.2A.22 when assessing creditworthiness in consumer credit arrangements.

providers could be disincentivised from innovation, resulting in a stifling and under-performing array of ‘safe’ products with low risk and low return. Our reform proposals do not amount to such shifts of regulatory burdens. The next Section explains the nature of paternalism underpinning our reform proposals, and Section 3 proceeds to show how increased paternalism can be worked out in meeting retail investors’ needs at pre-sale, post-sale and outcomes stages of the investment journey. This Section also shows how the division of labour between public and private goods can be achieved, while securing for investors a more robust investment engagement that is relational and distributively more promising.

2. INCREASED PATERNALISM FOR CONSUMER INVESTMENT REGULATION

Paternalism is usually regarded as an external intervention upon an individual’s will in order to restrain or to direct such will towards ‘what may be good for oneself’. In consumer investments, it may be appropriate for the state or regulator to prescribe avenues of investment in order to meet citizens’ financial welfare needs, such as mandatory enrolment into occupational pension schemes. Such paternalism operates at a level that usually pertains to staple necessary goods and work at the highest common factor amongst citizens. Paternalism can also be manifested in the form of bans against retail participation, such as in products proved to be too risky or adverse. The FCA enjoys powers of product intervention, which allow it to subject the design or marketing of financial products to certain conditions in order to combat the risks they pose to consumer protection and financial stability objectives. For example, the FCA has exercised such powers against the marketing of binary option products to retail investors, and the participation by retail investors in all crypto-derivatives and exchange-traded notes. Further, paternalistic measures such as prescribed investment caps in risky peer-to-peer lending products are designed to limit investors’ losses. These paternalistic instances are however limited and ad hoc in nature. In reforming consumer investment regulation, we argue for a more comprehensive regime that encompasses investors’ investment journey, from ex ante to ex post. This involves increased assumptions of responsibilities not only by the regulated industry but also by regulators, in a paradigm of ‘impure paternalism’.

The FCA should facilitate and regulate increased pre-sale assistance, post-sale care and scrutinise welfare consequences for consumers in their investment journeys. This is

\[102\] the regulation of products may stifle product innovation. But it can also be argued that the incentives of product providers are mis-aligned with investors anyway, Michael Cholbi, ‘Paternalism and Duties to Self’, Daniel Groll, ‘Paternalism and Rights’ in Kalle Grill and Jason Hanna (eds), The Routledge Handbook of the Philosophy of Paternalism (Oxford: Routledge 2018), chs 9, 10.


[108] Retail investors cannot invest more than 10% of their net disposable assets in peer-to-peer loans, FCA Handbook COBS 4.7.7, 4.7.10.

consistent with the investment good as a credence good, and the FCA’s focus on regulatory initiatives at the point-of-sale seems inadequate for consumer investor protection. The FCA’s focus on point of sale reflects a bias towards market-based regulation for the financialised citizen, trusting that the right market choice would yield the welfare results hoped for. As explained in the FCA’s occasional paper, regulatory interventions in financial markets are ‘justified when improvement over the market solution is feasible’. Hence, the starting point is to allow the market for solutions to first develop. This explains why the FCA remains keen on stimulating the market for pre-sale assistance to address the advice gap highlighted at pre-sale stage. Regulatory or state-backed endeavours are seen as follow-up and proportionately corrective approaches if necessary. Arguably the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive regime is also based on a similar regulatory ideology, and the investor protection measure of imposing a duty of suitability for advice focuses on the point of sale, reifying the ‘optimal’ market choice as equivalent to meeting welfare needs. Although there is an overarching ‘duty of best interests’ in the MiFID, Busch argues, in our view convincingly, that this is an umbrella ‘ethos’ whose precise legal content is unpacked in specific investor protection duties such as suitability. It is not this ‘umbrella’ framing, but general principles in civil law, that have given rise to general law protections for financial consumers beyond the MiFID in a number of Continental jurisdictions.

We also argue that contemporary approaches in libertarian paternalism in consumer financial regulation is unlikely sufficient to address the gaps in Section 1. Libertarian paternalism involves framing choice sets for consumers and designing regulatory policy to proactively nudge consumers towards making optimal decisions. Such paternalism is ‘weak’ as Sunstein explains. Libertarian paternalism is market-supporting as it extends into ‘making sense’ of choices for consumers, but is still based on an operating paradigm that is market-based, i.e. treating as indisputable that market offerings are the starting point for consumer investors’ welfare needs. Commentators take the view that ‘strong’ forms of libertarian paternalism, such as automatic enrolments or framing of choice sets to target precise choices, are only possible where there is an indisputable standardised good. In this way, libertarian paternalistic strategies may be relatively rarely employed as they operate on the highest common factor.
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112 Art 24(1).
One example of a weak libertarian paternalistic strategy employed in consumer investments is the framing of ‘Simple Products’. The Treasury commissioned a review into simple financial products so as to steer retail investors towards safe choices, providing a baseline for the unhelped consumer who has savings needs. This may compensate for the unattainability of investment advice. However, the suite of ‘simple products’ recommended in the Sarjeant review are unlikely to appeal to retail investors’ needs, being bank-based savings products that have become unattractive in the prolonged low interest rate environment. Simple products are inevitably narrow in nature in order to be ‘safe’, and although this framing measure was intended to help consumer savers, the limitations of such products have sharpened in current investment market conditions where many retail investors are driven elsewhere to seek yield.

Instead of market-based regulation and relying on selective libertarian paternalism strategies, increased impure paternalism can be introduced to buttress retail investor protection. In such a paradigm, we argue that there should be a greater assumption of duties and responsibilities on the part of the regulated industry and the regulator to address the three gaps discussed in Section 1. Such assumption of duties and responsibilities go further than the current regulatory standards and involve the regulated industry in a longer-term extension of customer care. Further, it also involves the regulator in offering an expanded range of public goods to cater for the consumer investor and to govern the conduct of the regulated industry. The next Section proposes how increased impure paternalism can be realised in consumer investment regulation in the pre-sale, post-sale and welfare stages of the consumer investment journey.

3. A MORE PATERNALISTIC AGENDA FOR REGULATING INVESTMENT PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

In analysing the gaps in investor protection in Section 1, it can be argued that we are merely setting out a wish list in order to de-responsibilise investors of their ownership of investment decisions. The ‘assistance’ gap can be regarded as a need to be hand-held in order to pass the liability for decision-making to the investment adviser, and the gaps for post-sale care and welfare outcomes can be regarded as an excuse to introduce distributive policies in order to guarantee investment outcomes for investors. However, we argue that the gaps above are not merely excuses for paternalistic policy in order to shield investors from the responsibility for self-care. Rather, the ethic of self-care has perhaps been too dominant in financial regulation. Policy-makers have only gradually responded to demand-side realities in behavioural finance, the lack of financial literacy, and calls from society to do more in the wake of successive scandals. Financial regulators should appraise

119 FCA, Call for Input (2020), para 3.4, Q7.
123 Mentioned in Moloney (2012).
the gaps highlighted above as opportunities for paradigm shift. It is also not a foregone conclusion that addressing the regulatory gaps highlighted above leads to increased regulatory burdens and cost of compliance for firms, therefore raising the barriers to access for retail investors. What may be missing in analysis so far is that certain gaps may reflect common needs that support the provision of an extent of public goods.

The gaps for investor protection can be analysed in terms of inquiring into the optimal division of responsibility between public and private sector provision. Although in the context of financialisation, all financial citizens, whether sovereigns, corporations or households,\textsuperscript{124} have come to rely on private sector intermediation and services to meet their financial welfare needs, the exclusivity of private sector provision should be queried.\textsuperscript{125} Rethinking the balance of public goods, such as in the introduction of the generic Money Advice Service, is a first and necessary step. It may be argued that public good provision in finance would likely introduce competitive distortions and stifle innovation in financial markets. However that pessimistic conclusion seems premature. Public good provision is also not the same as returning to state welfare. Public and private sector roles can be complementary\textsuperscript{126} and often play out in discourse, coordination and partnerships rather than as binary and unrelated phenomena. We proceed to suggest reform proposals that involve a balance of public and private sector division of responsibility in bridging the gaps discussed.

**Proposal for Pre-sale Assistance for Investment Customers**

In relation to the ‘assistance’ gap at point of sale for investment customers who do not purchase investment advice, there are a few regulatory options that can be considered.

First, we consider mandatory advice,\textsuperscript{127} as a regulatory option, which would be equivalent to increasing the responsibility burden on the part of investment services providers. In this manner, products can only be sold upon advice. Mandatory advice is already required for retail investors in online crowdfunding investments\textsuperscript{128} and equity release mortgages.\textsuperscript{129} However it may be argued that the first is a niche market and investors can weigh the pros and cons of paying for advice and potentially taking advantage of high risk but potentially high return opportunities. The latter is a different market as mandatory advice is instituted on the basis of customer vulnerability and access to advice is made possible by exempting this product from the rules on commission bans. Would mandatory advice for all retail investment products be over-inclusive? Yet if we adopt a much more expansive conception of investor vulnerability, and recognise the significance of each individual coming to a moment of commitment to significant saving, mandatory advice may not be over-inclusive and could be a necessary good. However, making mandatory advice a blanket approach


\textsuperscript{127}Bugeja (2019) only for complex products, ch7.

\textsuperscript{128}FCA Handbook COBS 4.7.8.

\textsuperscript{129}Fox-O’Mahony and Overton (2014).
could mandate more revenues for investment firms in terms of upfront fees from customers, while not necessarily improving the quality of advice.\textsuperscript{130}

On the other hand, it can be argued that advisory quality may improve under a mandatory regime as the legal liability entailing from unsuitable advice and the widened channels for retail investor and small business redress through the Ombudsman should incentivise against poor practice. The expansion of the advisory market under a mandatory advice regime may also result in economies of scale for firms and an overall lowering of cost for advice. However, it is uncertain if the cost of mandatory advice would still inhibit the demand side by causing investors to resort to unregulated products and markets, or to ignore the need for saving, which already tends to be ignored due to behavioural biases in favour of procrastination for longer-term needs\textsuperscript{131} and immediate consumption.\textsuperscript{132}

Mandatory advice may not be the optimal design in impure paternalism. Unintended consequences may also result from incentives on the part of investment firms. Nevertheless, there is scope for regulatory measures to incentivise access to advice by lowering cost barriers, for example by providing tax allowances for investment advice expenses, the claims process for which can be made streamlined between the financial sector and HMRC. There is also the possibility of justifying state subsidies for investment advice expenses if advice indeed attains a quality of reliability for investors and becomes an undisputed necessary good.

We propose an alternative to meeting investors’ ‘assistance gap’ by impure paternalistic intervention that divides the burden of responsibility between the public and private sectors. Providing public goods can be relevant in order to deliver a baseline of welfare that is regarded to be necessary. Fundamentally, what is common to investors’ needs at point of sale would be clarification, explanation, assistance or ‘guidance’\textsuperscript{133} that are not generic but take account of investors’ needs,\textsuperscript{134} without necessarily being accompanied by a personal recommendation amounting to advice. Such assistance fulfils both educational and counselling roles, the generic provision of which only produce limited effects for investors. Although it is arguable that pre-sale assistance is more imperative the more complex a financial product is,\textsuperscript{135} this paper argues for a universal baseline of pre-sale assistance for all products. It may be argued that navigating investment could be somewhere between needing to seek specialist advice, such as medical or legal advice and purchasing a generic good in product markets.

\textsuperscript{130} Oehler and Kohlert (2009), also Angela A Hung and Joanne K Yoong, ‘Asking for Help: Survey and Experimental Evidence on Financial Advice and Behavior Change’ in Mitchell and Smetters (eds, 2013), ch9, arguing that mandatory advice is often ignored.
\textsuperscript{133} Recognised in FCA, Call for Input (2020).
The universal baseline of pre-sale assistance should be provided via a combination of private sector responsibility and public goods. The responsibility imposed on the private sector is due to investors’ heterogenous individual circumstances, but a necessary complement should be provided as public goods.

First, the investment services provider should be subject to a mandatory duty to provide guidance, to be discharged according to the standard of acting fairly, honestly, and in the best interests of customers, consistent with the umbrella standard of customer conduct in EU legislation. This proposed duty exceeds the current MiFID standards as it fills a gap where the advisory context is excluded, hence not attracting the suitability standard, and does not merely default to mandatory pre-sale information disclosure under the MiFID. In this manner, firms assume a new legal duty at the pre-sale stage which cannot be excluded. The standard for discharge, based on the ‘umbrella’ standard in the MiFID, is less procedural than suitability as applied to advice. This standard would also benefit from development in cases and jurisprudence in due course.

Mandatory pre-sale assistance should be defined offered short of advice. One example of such assistance is the ‘demands and needs’ analysis that insurance firms have to provide even if not giving advice. The ‘demands and needs’ analysis can form a template for providing guidance that is not merely generic but does not amount to making specific recommendations. Such an analysis also goes beyond merely loading mandatory disclosure upon investors.

It may be argued that this new mandatory duty is too onerous for investment services providers. We propose that this duty can give rise to a nominal charge. Further, firms’ liability could be statutorily capped if found in breach of the standard of honesty, fairness and best interests, so that a proportionate distributive result can be reached if a dispute arises. The capped liability proposal is made on the basis that investors would still have chosen the investment option and clearly rejected to purchase advice. This provides a balance between retail investors’ concern for cost of advice and firms’ concern for the clarity of legal risk.

Mandatory pre-sale assistance for investors should be supported by the provision of public goods aimed at enhancing investors’ capacity. The Money Advice Service should produce guidance on all types of investment products, from simple to complex, so that a balanced slate of pros and cons can be offered as shorthand pre-sale information to investors. Investors should be made to read, watch a video or hear a podcast of such guidance, as a mandatory requirement before any purchase. In this manner, the burden of investor
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education is shared as provision by public means and by investment services firms. This proposal also compels the Money Advice Service to engage with financial product developments and for the private sector to subject its innovations to a manner of explication and indirect scrutiny. This is not inconsistent with product governance rules under the MiFID, which we shall address shortly.

It may be queried whether it is more optimal for the assistance/advice gap to be met by requiring investors to prove their investment capabilities, such as by having to pass prescribed tests. This is set out in the EU Regulation for Crowdfunding as a measure of investor protection\footnote{Regulation (EU) 2020/1503.} and also proposed by Choi\footnote{Stephen J Choi, ‘Regulating Investors Not Issuers: A Market-Based Proposal’ (2000) 88 California Law Review 279.} who argues that classifying investors for eligibility in investing would save securities issuers from having to comply with one-size-fits-all rules of comprehensive mandatory disclosure. However, the investor test requirement in the EU regulation can be explained by regarding online crowdfunding investments as niche and non-traditional. Hence investors would have to exert effort to prove eligibility in order to participate. Such an argument holds less well if online crowdfunding investments become mainstream, or are regarded as important for portfolio diversification.

The requirement to prove investor eligibility can produce disincentivising effects upon saving behaviour as investors are likely dissuaded from saving and investing due to the effort required. Fear of investor withdrawal from investment markets could also lead to watering down of prescribed tests, especially if conducted by private sector providers, in order to mitigate the disincentivising effects for investors.\footnote{Agarwal et al (2009).} Moreover, it is not easy to design optimal investor tests that assure of necessary financial capability,\footnote{Ibid.}\footnote{Ibid.} and given the uncertain nature of what test results really mean for financial capability, an investor who passes can be falsely assured of her level of competence. An erroneous investment decision made in this manner can lead to welfare losses which would solely be borne by the investor.

On balance, increased impure paternalism for investor protection at point of sale is not optimally designed if the entire burden is merely shifted to investment services providers or to investors. A three-way balance of enhancing proportionate responsibility for guidance, coupled with just-in-time financial education and warnings, where investors have chosen not to be advised, could be the answer to plugging the investor protection gap at point of sale.

**Proposal for Post-sale Care for Investors and Welfare Consequences**

In existing legislation, immediate post-sale rights, such as the cooling-off right, is available for distance marketing of financial services\footnote{Art 6, Distance Marketing of Financial Services Directive 2002/65/EC.} and certain financial products.\footnote{Such as subscription of securities, FCA Handbook PRR 2.2; p2p lending arrangements, CONC 11.2. A reflection period of 7 days is offered for consumer mortgages, MCOB 6A.3.4.} Although these address the behavioural problem of impulse decisions\footnote{Sunstein (2006); Campbell et al (2011), Cartwright (2015).} and can mitigate welfare
adversities, a cooling-off right can also work in a behaviourally sub-optimal manner if investors regret saving and prefer to fund immediate consumption instead. Hence, a cooling-off right should be accompanied by a right to switch so as to encourage investors to save. Further, the Money Advice Service can do more in terms of encouraging precautionary saving on the part of ordinary citizens, in order to improve general financial resilience.\textsuperscript{147}

We argue that post-sale care should extend beyond immediate post-sale rights to addressing investors’ concerns about ex post performance of the product, and how such performance is related to their financial health needs in due course. For example, an investor in an open-ended mutual fund that suffers loss in the first year may need assistance in deciding whether to hold or to exit.\textsuperscript{148} Such decisions benefit from guidance or advice. It may be rather prescriptive to dictate how firms carry out their relational conduct with investors, but a baseline principle is needed in conceptualising investment relations as not merely transactional but as relational in nature. In this manner, FCA guidelines may urge that best practices be forged around periodic reviewing of performance with investors, and offering of guidance subject to the regulatory proposal for guidance argued above.

Ultimately, point-of-sale or post-sale conduct are not perfect proxy indicators for investors’ welfare outcomes in due course. There is inevitably a need to consider how the connection between investors’ welfare and the design of investment products can be better ascertained \textit{ab initio}. As investment products are credence goods, their engineering may not yield as predictable results as physical consumer goods subject to product liability. The EU product governance rules\textsuperscript{149} is a starting point that seek to align product design with demand-side needs. However, more can be done to refine these rules to engage with investors’ welfare needs and expectations.

\textbf{Proposal for Enhanced Product Governance}

The EU’s product governance rules apply in a manner that is designed to shape firms’ internal decision-making, requiring product manufacturers to consider an appropriate target market and their needs, so that the product’s features are suitable for them. Product manufacturers then need to provide comprehensive information to distributors, while distributors should independently ensure that marketing of the product is carried out to a suitable target market.\textsuperscript{150} The MiFID standards in product governance raise two hazards. One is that being tied to suitability, which revolves around risk appetite and customers’ current financial health, product governance is insufficiently connected with ‘welfare outcomes’, i.e. customers’ ultimate needs in investment expectations. There is scope for product designers to be required to explain more explicitly how products may meet welfare needs or claims, even if market risk is involved. Second, product governance rules are based on internal regulation of firms’ processes, and could result in firms’ self-implementation that is insufficiently monitored by the regulator.

\textsuperscript{147} Christoph Basten, Andreas Fagereng and Kjetil Telle, ‘Saving and Portfolio Allocation Before and After Job Loss’ (2016) 48 Journal of Money, Credit and Banking 293
\textsuperscript{148} ‘Emotions Cost Investors Dear, Research Finds’ (Financial Times, 23 Oct 2020).
\textsuperscript{150} Commission Delegated Directive (EU) 2017/593 of 7 April 2016, arts 9, 10.
The FCA should consider *ex ante* scrutiny of product governance implementation as provision of a public good that shapes and steers product providers’ incentives. This article submits that the FCA’s recent guidance\(^{151}\) on vulnerable customers, which requires firms to incorporate into their product design and testing processes vulnerability characteristics and their impact on target markets, is still insufficient as the additional requirement does not change from the modus of firm self-implementation under product governance rules. It may be argued that if regulators take on this role, it would be tantamount to certifying products and this may provide a false sense of product guarantee for a credence good. Regulators may not have the expertise to certify products either. However, regulators can take on the role of ‘approving’ a firm’s product governance in giving rise to each product, on the basis of being reasonably convinced that the product manufacturer has delivered substantive justification for the product being developed to meet certain welfare expectations in a suitable target market. In this manner, regulators would offer a limited role of product clearance that is not fully based on merit. Product manufacturers nevertheless are expected to explain in layman terms to the regulator the product features that would deliver certain expected welfare needs, and why such product features are suitable for their target market. Even if regulators’ product clearance is limited in nature, this *ex ante* process of product scrutiny can instil discipline for adhering to product governance standards. This is important as product providers have been prone to designing products in a manner excessively shaped by their own incentives.\(^{152}\) Investment firms would be pushed in this manner to internalise the possibilities of long-term welfare consequences for consumers in their product design. Further, we proposed earlier that product manufacturers should also make product explication to the Money Advice Service to enable publicly accessible information and warnings to be formulated ‘just-in-time’ for investors at pre-sale stage. Regulatory gatekeeping and scrutiny can therefore exist at the levels of the FCA and Money Advice Service.

*Ex ante* regulatory gatekeeping in product governance can incentivise more considerate product design aligned with securing investors’ welfare expectations. Product providers may refrain from unnecessary complexity or opacity which would be scrutinised. Product manufacturers may also engage in socially useful testing exercises before products are finalised and distributed.\(^{153}\) Increased and engaged supervision for investment products necessarily expands the FCA’s regulatory perimeter which we argue is timely and necessary as maintaining artificial boundaries between regulated and unregulated products has caused confusion, as illustrated by the LCF scandal. It seems retrograde for the FCA to focus on clarifying stakeholders’ expectations with regard to the limitations of its regulatory perimeter,\(^{154}\) instead of seeking to consider the public good of a more comprehensive product oversight regime.\(^{155}\)
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It is also arguable that the FCA’s engagement with investment product development and innovation can be located at an earlier stage where product manufacturers and the regulator engage in a sandbox for investment products. Sandboxes are used for technologically-powered innovations in particular, but they can be useful for regulators to engage with innovation in general. There are hazards however regarding the opacity of regulated-regulators’ relations in the sandbox and the need to ensure that regulatory capture is minimised.

**Proposal for Ex post Redress Rights**

Next this article also argues that the welfare consequences for investors can be better protected by giving them an ex post right to challenge product manufacturers and distributors for product governance failings in the event of sub-optimal performance affecting financial welfare. Given investors’ heterogenous characteristics and needs, ex ante regulatory protections may only provide a standardised baseline, and individual welfare may be more fully pursued if ex post challenge can be framed as investors’ rights and can be readily accessible. In this respect the article echoes previous work on expanding rights to private redress, whether as part of regulatory enforcement, or as stand-alone challenges, and the need to consider an accessible Tribunal that can provide legal clarification and jurisprudence besides dispute resolution before the Ombudsman. Commentators have also argued for investors to have a right to ask for the reversal of burden of proof so that product manufacturers and distributors should explain how their products have been designed to meet investors’ welfare needs. The article supports this on the basis of the difficulty for investors to gain access to information within firms in relation to product design and governance processes.

In sum, this article argues that more paternalistic protection of the retail investor is warranted and possible. It may not be warranted or practicable for the burden to be wholly shifted to the industry, or to raise the bar for investors given the need to encourage saving and to overcome the barriers to participation. Hence there is room to unpack where public goods may best be supplied to complement an enhanced regime for investor protection.
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This agenda departs from the FCA’s recent minimalist attempt to address the consumer investment market.\textsuperscript{162}

4. CONCLUSION

Paternalistic forms of regulation for the retail investment market have been gradual and restrained, even though significant gaps exist between investors’ needs and market-based provision. As ordinary citizens reckon with a variety of savings needs and become financial citizens responsible for their own financial welfare provision, financial health is not merely an issue of individual fortunes but a social need. The need for more regulatory paternalism however goes beyond preventing mis-selling, and the outworking of welfare beyond point-of-sale remains relatively unconsidered. Post-sale welfare is increasingly recognised for consumer credit and is slower to catch on in relation to savings and investments. This article advocates that the regulator should explore increased ‘impure’ paternalistic options for consumer investor protection, in new duties and responsibilities for investment services providers, as well as enhanced public goods for investor education and protection.

\textsuperscript{162} FCA, \textit{Call for Input} (2020).